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I oppose any bill to further reduce restrictions on abortion in Queensland.
Abortion is an injustice to women and to children.
In any debate on such legislation, I ask that you pursue tighter regulation of the
 existing abortion industry to protect the rights of women and children, and the
 rights of consumers.
 
Injustice to women:

·         Abortion increases risks of cancer, mental health problems, relationship
 problems and fertility problems for women.

·         Women are not being advised of these risks with an opportunity to consider
 them before being “ushered” through a risky procedure.

·         Women are not receiving post abortion support because the industry is not
 recognising the risks. Risks are therefor exacerbated due to lack of post
 traumatic procedure support.

·         Women are not being informed about the stage of development of the baby
 they are having aborted or of the life long connection they have with the
 baby due to the babies DNA being in the mothers bloodstream and brain
 through microchimerism.

·         There is no distinction in medical records between abortions and curettes
 funded by tax payers so there is limited scope for medical researchers to
 investigate the risks of cancer, mental health problems, relationship
 problems and fertility problems for women after choosing an abortion.

 
Injustice for children:

·         Unborn children are being discriminated against with parents already
 choosing abortion if there is even a chance of the baby not meeting
 “normal” specifications.

·         Unborn children are being discriminated against for their gender with, for
 example, liberal abortion laws in Victoria leading to increasing numbers of
 female babies killed by abortion in some culture groups.

·         Children are being killed in abortion procedures with no anaesthetic despite
 their capacity to feel pain and their exposure to brutal  medical procedures
 (worse than the Indonesian slaughter of cattle or the middle east treatment
 of sheep but unborn human beings are not even given the right to a
 humane death).

·         There is no auditable procedure for abortion providers to ensure all human
 remains are treated respectfully.

·         There is no auditable procedure for abortion providers to account for body
 parts and organs of aborted babies ensuring they are not marketed for
 medical use or for research and pharmaceutical product testing as has
 been proved to happen in the United States.

 
Rights of consumers:

·         As a parent, I am now being penalised financially by the Commonwealth
 Government for not using pharmaceutical products developed from
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 aborted human beings (some immunisations).
·         There is no duty of disclosure on pharmaceutical products developed with

 the use of aborted human beings so, as a consumer, I am prevented from
 making ethical choices.

 
Please oppose any proposed legislation to further erode the rights of women,
 children and consumers through liberalisation of abortion laws.
 
Regards,
Paul Webb
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